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Mission 
To implement and operate a community-supported 
bike-share program that provides Boulder’s residents, 
commuters and visitors with an environmentally friendly, 
financially sustainable, affordable transportation option 
that’s ideal for short trips and results in fewer vehicle miles 
traveled, less pollution and congestion, more personal 
mobility and better health and wellness. 

Goals: 

In bringing bike sharing to Boulder, we endeavor to: 

• Provide Boulder’s residents, commuters and visitors with a 
transportation option that’s green, convenient and affordable—
and that utilizes and enhances Boulder’s existing transportation 
infrastructure.

• Encourage more people in Boulder to ride a bike—or to bike more 
often—to promote their personal health as well as our community’s 
quality of life. 

• Demonstrate how bike-share programs can make communities 
healthier, stronger, friendlier, more mobile and more vital. 

• Prove that bike-share systems can be financially sustainable 
operations that contribute to environmentally sustainable 
communities. 

• Show how the application of new technology (wireless networks, RFID, 
GPS) can enhance simple, time-tested technology (bicycles). 

• Nurture and promote Boulder B-cycle as a unique community initiative, 
so the system becomes a beloved Boulder institution—and so people 
can’t imagine the days before bike sharing in Boulder!

Vision

A viable, sustainable bike-share system that serves and 
benefits all reaches of the Boulder community. 
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Dear Boulder Residents and Visitors,

Boulder B-cycle is at the intersection of “last mile” transportation, the “sharing 
economy”, health and fitness, and a cleaner environment.

•	If you’re going a little too far to walk and not far enough to drive—and you 
don’t have your own bike with you—take a B-cycle!  

•	After a few minutes riding, you’ll be energized 
when you arrive.  

•	Riding a B-cycle means no traffic or parking 
hassles.

Over 30,000 rides were taken on B-cycles in 2013, 
and that number is going up every year as station 
locations increase around Boulder, making bike 
sharing more convenient for everyone.

So, get out of your car, become a B-cycle member 
or day-user, and ride the red bikes.  In doing so, 
you’ll be joining a transportation revolution—and 
you’ll probably smile more.

Ride on, Boulder!

Chris Hazlitt

2013 Board Chair

Please think about the environment before starting your car.

Dear Friends,

When Boulder B-cycle first launched, back in May 2011, we were one of a 
handful of public bike sharing systems operating in the US.  By the end of 2013, 
just 32 months later, 32 systems would be in the ground with many more in the 
pipeline. We are proud to be one of the pioneers of this amazing, transformative 
and growing industry.

Bike Sharing is becoming an indispensible transit option and amenity to the 
residents, workers, students and visitors of Boulder. We are an important 
contributor to the City of Boulder’s stated goal of achieving a 15% bicycle mode 
share and we take pride in helping Boulder confirm its status as one of the most 
bike friendly cities in the country.

In 2011 we stayed open 211 days and in 2012 we kept the bikes rolling for 291 
days. In 2013 we stayed open for business 365 days, one of the first cold weather 
climate cities to do so. During that time we saw 6,483 riders purchase 807 annual 
passes and 8,698 24-hour passes while taking a combined 30,314 trips, a 20% 
increase from 2012.

This past year our riders enjoyed having access to a reliable and resilient bike 
sharing system year round and in all weather. Evidence of that was on display 
when Boulder experienced one of the worst floods in recent times in the fall of 
2013. Our stations remained largely intact and many residents used the red bikes 
to get around, when other transit options became unavailable. 

Along with many projects in town, our planned 10 station and 50-bike expansion 
set for the fall would be delayed. The good news is that we are now looking 
forward to an even bigger expansion in the first half 2014, adding 16 stations 
and 130 bikes. 

As we look forward to 2014, we continue to strive towards achieving financial 
sustainability—something that all bike-sharing systems are grappling with. 
We need to continue to generate more revenue from the system and we are 
committed to developing more community partnerships and sponsorships to 
supplement the revenue from the system.

This annual report gives us the opportunity to thank 
all our riders, partners and supporters from 2013. 
Without you we would not be here. With you, we will 
continue to Ride, Return, Repeat.

 

James Waddell, 
Executive Director
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807 
Annual 
passes

30,314 trips by 6,483 riders

26,417 
pounds of
carbon
emissions
spared

4,488 
gallons of 
gasoline
saved

4.1 million
calories
burned

259 
7-day 
passes

8,698 
24-hour 

passes

Passes Sold
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Trip sTaTisTics:
365-day operaTion & More Trips
2013 was the first year during which Boulder B-cycle chose to remain 
open every single day. System usage this year consisted of a wide range 
of riders, including occasional  local day users, out-of-town visitors and 
dedicated annual members 
who have integrated bike 
sharing into their daily 
commutes and errands. 66% 
of trips were 30 minutes or 
less, and an additonal 20% 
of trips fell between 30 and 
60 minutes in length. Among 
the 14% of trips longer than 
the free 60 minute period, 
most were taken by users 
who weren’t familiar with 
our system’s fee structure. 
Overall, the number of trips 
over 60 minutes dropped by 
2% from 2012, indicating a 
growing understanding of 
bike sharing’s fee structure among our riders.

Boulder B-cycle’s riders took a total of 30,314 trips during the 2013 season, 
an increase of 20% over 2012. The summer months, from June through 
August, again saw the highest use:

• A peak of 261 trips on June 20th
• An average of 83 trips each day
• An annual average of 230 trips per bike in circulation

Throughout the season there was a clear distinction between weekday and 
weekend ridership. During the workweek, most B-cycle trips were taken by 
annual members; this trend reversed each weekend, when 24-hour users 
took the majority of trips.
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types of Access Passes Purchased trips by Access Pass type

trip Length

total trips by month—2011 through 2013
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sTaTion UsaGe
The B-station at 15th & Pearl, sponsored by Boulder Parking Services, continued to be our most popular. Checkouts from the top five stations accounted 
for 39% of the entire system’s trips. Compared to 2012, in which 43% of trips were taken from the top five stations, this data indicates that station usage 
was more equitably distributed across the system. The following trends were observed in 2013 station usage:

• Highly visible, accessible stations saw the most use
• Two-thirds of all trips ended at different stations than their points of origin
• Stations in tourist-heavy areas saw higher rates of round trips 

Checkouts and Returns by Station
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System map
22 stations, 150 bikes as of 12/31/13
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51% ride a bike more frequently than before.
more than 50% have saved money on gasoline.
29% have saved money on parking.
94% own bicycles of their own.

more than 50% of our survey respondents use B-cycles 
to run errands during the day, and more than 25% use 
B-cycles to commute to work or school.

Our 2013 user survey was distriubuted to members and non-members 
through our newsletter, via partner organizations and across social 
media channels, yielding 250 total responses, 90% of whom had used 
the system before. Results show the increasing presence of Boulder 
B-cycle in the Boulder community, and provide data demonstrating the 
benefits that bike sharing provides for riders.
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According to our 2013 user survey, public 
transit usage among B-cycle riders remains 
high. 78% of our survey respondents have an 
RtD Eco Pass or other transit pass. Of these 
individuals, 34% say they use Boulder B-cycle 
to connect to public transportation.

pUblic TransporTaTion connecTions

“Which RtD Bus Routes Do you Connect to Using 
Boulder B-cycle?”

“Thank you for keeping the bicycles available during the winter—
I don’t like to drive in the winter and sometimes don’t have my 
personal bike with me, so it is extremely convenient to use the 

B-cycles for running errands or going to appointments.”
-Boulder B-cycle annual member

Note: Respondents were allowed to choose more than one answer for this question.

“How do you use Boulder B-cycles?” 

“Does using Boulder B-cycle together with public transportation 
enable you to leave your car at home?
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User deMoGraphic daTa:
Who Uses boUlder b-cycle?
The following information, except where noted, is taken from 
our 2013 user survey data.

Note: this data comes from back-end user information and represents all riders from 2013

Age

Gender

Household income from all sources 24-hour and 7-day Rider Zip Codes
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Annual member Zip Codes
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Boulder B-cycle participated in a number of events this past year, 
including bike-related celebrations, fundraising events, and increased 
outreach efforts.

January 2013
Station Planning Outreach on InspireBoulder.com
On January 28, 2013, Boulder B-cycle and the City of Boulder launched a page 
on the city’s InspireBoulder website to gather feedback on 20 potential station 
locations, fifteen of which would be installed through a federal TCSP grant. 
The voting was open to anyone who was interested in participating and had 
registered with the InspireBoulder website. Over 100 people participated. 

June 2013
Bike to Work Day and the Egg-less Relay 
We joined thousands of other Boulderites and employees to celebrate Bike to 
Work Day on June 26, 2013. Staff decorated bikes with flags and treats from 
sponsors to hand out to cyclists throughout the morning. We also debuted The 
B.E.A.S.T., our Optibike-powered trailer. In the afternoon, we joined Boulder 
Transportation Connections and local businesses at the Twenty Ninth Street Egg-
less Relay. Boulder B-cycle provided the bikes and other materials for the race.Summer 2013

Outreach with the B.E.A.S.t.
In the summer of 2013, we inaugurated The B.E.A.S.T. (B-cycle Electric-Assist 
Service Trailer), a custom bike trailer built for hauling B-cycles, and powered 
by an Optibike, a Boulder-based electric bike manufacturer. Throughout the 
summer, the B.E.A.S.T. was piloted around Boulder to spread the word about 
Boulder B-cycle, pass out refreshments to tired riders, and to help maintain our 
system.

September 2013
Boulder Beer Rave
On September 7th, Boulder Beer Company invited us to celebrate their 
34th anniversary at their Pub at Wilderness Place. As one of the nonprofit 
beneficiaries of ticket sales for the event, we spent the day offering free Boulder 
B-cycle gear to members and talking about our program with event attendees, 
who kicked back and enjoyed the wares of breweries from around the state. 
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October 2013
Olive the Flood Relief Bike
Following the flooding that struck Boulder in September, Boulder B-cycle 
introduced Olive, a green B-cycle dedicated to raising money for the Foothills 
United Way Flood Relief Fund. For each ride taken on Olive in October, Boulder 
B-cycle donated $5 to flood relief. In total, our riders took 76 rides on Olive, 
raising $380 for Foothils United Way.
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changes, including new hires and extensive planning efforts, both 
aimed at operating a system that would more efficiently and effectively 
serve the Boulder community. 

sTraTeGic planninG reTreaT
In February, Boulder B-cycle gathered its Board of Directors, partners and 
staff for a strategic planning retreat aimed at solidifying organizational goals 
through 2015. The planning session was designed to create a strategic 
roadmap to guide the board and staff of Boulder B-cycle to meet the two 
key goals of the organization: Increase rides to 60,000 per year and generate 
at least 50% of annual operating expenses from the system, with the other 
50% coming from sponsorships.

The result of this planning session was the creation of a 2013-2015 Strategic 
Plan, which lays out the specifc strategies and yearly goals needed to 
achieve the vision laid out for Boulder B-cycle’s ongoing successful 
operation. This plan will be revisited on a yearly basis to ensure that Boulder 
B-cycle continues to employ the strategies necessary to achieve its goals.

sTaTion MasTer plan
In August, Boulder B-cycle completed a Station Master Plan, which in 
addition to detailing full system buildout through 2020, lays out station 
planning principles and case studies to be used for determining future 
locations. This document will serve as the primary resource for station 
planning for the forseeable future in order to maintain planning continuity.

2014 expansion planninG
In late 2012, Boulder B-cycle was awarded a $550,000 federal Transportation, 
Community and System Preservation (TCSP) grant through the City of 
Boulder to fund 15 additional B-cycle stations and 100 bikes. Much of 2013 
was devoted to determining optimal station locations to be funded by this 
grant, and sourcing the $110,000 local match required by the grant. This 
expansion is planned to occur in mid-2014.

sysTeM operaTions
In previous years, Boulder B-cycle contracted with the Trek store in Boulder 
for system balancing and bike maintenance. In 2013, the decision was made 

to hire a bike mechanic in order to bring both of these functions in-house. 
In March, Mark Kittler, previously a bicycle mechanic at Denver B-cycle, 
was added as a full-time staff member of Boulder B-cycle. By employing 
a bike mechanic who is intimately familiar with how a bike-sharing system 
is run, we have operated a more well-balanced system and improved the 
maintenance level of bikes on the street.

Following the transition of balancing and maintenance in-house, an 
additional part-time fleet technician, Mike Kenley, was hired in July to 
expand maintenance operations and to extend balancing hours to include 
weekends and some evenings.

MarkeTinG & coMMUnicaTions
In April, Boulder B-cycle hired Kevin Bell to serve as Marketing and 
Communications Manager, a new full-time position created to help our 
organization reach out to the Boulder community through improved and 
increased communications efforts. The addition of this position has resulted 
in improved sponsorship pitches, increased communication to members 
and expanded efforts to reach new members.
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Revenue

Operating $400,105
Capital $72,500

$472,605

tOtAL

Operating
85%

Capital
15%

Private Funding $72,500
Capital

Expenses
tOtAL
General & 
Administrative

$220,791

Operating $183,199

$403,990
Capital $29,512

$433,502

Operating
Public Funding $152,000
Contributions $15,826
Sponsorships $76,950
memberships $102,428
Usage Fees $52,181
Other $720

$400,105

At a Glance

Revenue $472,605
Expenses $433,502

Excess $39,103

As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, Boulder B-cycle relies on community support to sustain and grow our bike-share program. 

Capital Funding—For the majority of bikes and stations purchased, we receive funding from grants: 
• Federal, state, and local government grants
• Private funding and foundation grants

Operational Funding—Our operating and general & administrative expenses are primarily funded through: 
• Sponsorships
• Memberships
• Usage Fees
• Operating grants
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Boulder B-cycle’s 2013 sponsors aligned their brands with clean, healthy, 
innovative transportation. Badge, Basket, Handlebar and Wrapped Bike 
Sponsors saw their logos rolling around town on our red bikes, and Station 
and End Cap Sponsors received recognition on our iconic B-stations.

92% of our 2013 survey respondents said they 
notice our sponsors’ logos on bikes, baskets, 
and stations, and 71% said they are more likely 
to patronize a business that sponsors Boulder 
B-cycle

Sir Richard’s Condom Company Safety Message Sponsorship

White Wave Skirt Sponsorship Amadeus & KIS Station Sponsorship

Downtown Boulder Basket Sponsorship

AT&T End Cap Sponsorship

EKS&H Basket Sponsorship

Elevations Credit Union Basket Sponsorship
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“I sometimes 
choose the bike 

depending on the 
graphics on the 

basket. The more 
interesting, the 

more likely I am to 
choose that bike.”

-Boulder B-cycle 
annual member

University of Colorado Wrapped Bike Sponsorship

Hazel’s Basket Sponsorship
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Chris Hazlitt
Partner
Bryan Cave HRO, LLP
Board Chairman

Bruce Blankenship
Principal
Blankenship Financial Services
Board Treasurer 

Ana Bogusky
Principal
FearLess Cottage

matthew Collagrosso
IP Counsel
Covidien Respiratory & Monitoring Solutions

Darrell m. Daley
Partner
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP

Gary Gomulinski
Vice President, Commercial Banking
Vectra Bank Colorado

Hy Harris
Principal
EKS&H

Dave Kingsbury
Vice President of Product Development and Research
New Hope Communications, Inc.

Eric mallon
Director
Element Properties

Bryan mcCarthy*
Managing Director
Ride 7b

martha Roskowski
The Green Lane Project
Bikes Belong Coalition

Jeff Winston
Principal
Winston Associates 

mike Sweeney
Transportation Planning and Operations
City of Boulder
City of Boulder Liaison 

tracy Winfree
Transportation Planning and Operations
City of Boulder
City of Boulder Liason
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* In Memory of Bryan McCarthy (1967-2013), 
friend of Bike Sharing, and Board colleague.
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sTaff
James Waddell, Executive Director
Kevin Crouse, Operations & Customer Service Manager
Kevin Bell, Marketing & Communications Manager
mark Kittler, Service Manager
Amy Breunissen, Station Planner
mike Kenley, Fleet Technician
Brendan Hurley, CU Intern
Connery Lundin, CU Intern
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Amy Breunissen
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Kevin Crouse
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Kevin Bell
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Mark Kittler
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James Waddell
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Brendan Hurley
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Mike Kenley Connery Lundin
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COntACt TM

info@boulderbcycle.com

303-532-4412

Boulder B-cycle
3601 Arapahoe Avenue #D-179
Boulder, CO 80303


